
 Project Statement Template 

Need: 
What is the conservation issue, problem or opportunity? Why is your agency 
doing this? Reference any supporting evidence. What is the Null Alternative? 
When you think you have identified the need (i.e. build a boat ramp)… ground 
truth it by asking why you need to build it? 

 

 

Objectives: 

1. (Action verb?)_______________________________________ (how many?) __________ 

(who or what?) _________________________________________ (by when?)_______________ 

2. (Action verb?)_______________________________________ (how many?) __________

_________________________(who or what?) ___ ____________ (by when?)_______________ 

Approach: 

Describe the specific conservation actions or efforts necessary to accomplish project objectives. 
Include specific management actions that will be taken that require compliance with NEPA, Sec 
7 and NHPA 

Action #1 (which project objective does this address?) #______ 

• Level 1 Action Category: ____________________________________________________
• Level 2 Action Strategy:_____________________________________________________
• Level 3 Action Activity:_____________________________________________________

Provide a brief narrative description of the action______________________________________ 

__________________________________________________

15,000

by 10

# of hunting incidents 

training courses statewide with trained volunteer instructors.    __ __________________________ 

 

The state of Retreat has a need to develop safe and responsible hunters. According to  

Retreat law enforcement reports there were 42 hunting incidents in 2015 including six fatalities. 

It is the statutory responsibility of the Retreat Fish and Game Department to provide safe and 

ethical hunting experiences in Retreat. Failure to improve the safe and responsible behavior of 

hunters would be considered a neglect of duty, will result in continued unacceptable rates of 

hunting incidents and fatalitites and an unfavorable disposition towards hunting in Retreat. 

Train

hunters in Retreat June 30, 2020

Reduce

June 30, 2020

 1

Education
Student training

Hunter education - firearms

Develop and conduct hunter safety and ethics  

* For the purpose of this exercise an abbreviated  description of the approach is sufficient. To see an 
example of a fully developed approach, click the link:



Action #2 (which project objective does this address?) #______  

• Level 1 Action Category: ____________________________________________________
• Level 2 Action Strategy:_____________________________________________________
• Level 3 Action Activity:_____________________________________________________

Provide a brief narrative description of the action______________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name principal investigator if a research project_______________________________________ 
Include essential equipment purchases information____________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Expected Results and Benefits 
List the benefit to the: 

Resource________________________________________________________ 

User____________________________________________________________ 

Economy________________________________________________________ 

Society__________________________________________________________ 

Budget Narrative: 

List costs by Project and Subaccount. List and describe all funding sources including Federal, 
State and private amounts and the type of match including cash, bargain sale and in-kind 
services. 

2

Education
Education/Instructor training

Hunter education - firearms

Recruit and train experienced volunteer  

hunters to deliver hunter ethics and safety training to all hunters in Retreat

Firearms and ammunition 

Fair chase tactics result in a reduction of wounded game

Safe, enjoyable hunting experiences with fewer hunting incidents and fatalities

Increased firearms and ammunition sales and a boost to outdoor related tourism

Favorable disposition and increased support of hunting 

Equipment: Firearms, ammunition, targets and accessories, training materials = $160,000

Personnel Salaries and Benefits: 3 full-time Hunter Ed Specialists, 1 full-time Hunter Ed Coordinator = $320,000

Operation Costs:  facility utilities and maintenance, printing course materials, shipping materials = $90,000

Travel = $60,000

Training $100,000           Project Cost = $730,000    Fed Share = $547,500  Non-fed share (in-kind) = $182,500




